
Agenda  

Exploring a new Appalachian Land Ownership Study 

 
Date: Friday, September 30 2016 
Location: Fellowship Hall, Hunter Presbyterian Church, 109 Rosemont Garden, Lexington KY 40503-1930 
Time: 9.00am – 3.00pm 
 

Goals of our discussion: 

1. Ask: what do we want a land study to do? What is our vision? 

2. Identify stakeholders – whether at the meeting or not – and how they may want to be involved 

3. Start a collaborative study design process  

4. Begin the discussion about how the study should be coordinated and implemented 

5. Understand where we are: take stock of recent and ongoing work on related issues  

 

Schedule: 

9.00-9.15:  Welcome (Facilitated by Chris Barton) 

9.15-9.45: Participant introductions, names (Facilitated by Bill Price) 

9.45-10.00:  Overview of meeting goals and survey results (Facilitated by Lindsay Shade) 

10.00-10.30:  What do we want a land study to accomplish? (Group discussion facilitated by Landra 
Lewis) 

10.30-10.45:  Break 

10.45-11.30:  How can recent work help us? (Short presentations on recent and ongoing work by Alan 
Collins, Brady Deaton, David Rouse, and Lindsay Shade, moderated by Karen Rignall)  

11.30-12.30:  Research design workshop (Small and large group discussion facilitated by Karen Rignall) 

12.30-1.30:  Lunch 

1.00-1.30:   Revisiting the original study (Shaunna Scott, Joe Childers, and Susan Williams’ reflections 
during lunch) 

1.30-2.30:  How should we approach the study? Engagement, collaboration, coordination, and 
implementation (Group discussion facilitated by Betsy Taylor) 

2.30-3.00:  Wrap-up and next steps (Facilitated by Lindsay Shade) 

[please see reverse]  



Co-facilitation: we will have five point persons who will write notes (on poster) during the whole day 
on the following five topics. They will follow the themes relating to that topic and help pull together 
key insights and conclusions towards the end of the day. Below, we have listed the topics and 
volunteers: 

1. Vision (Bonnie Swinford):  What do we want a land study to do? What are our big goals, visions, 
and values? 

2. Stakeholders (Gabby Gillespie): Identify stakeholders (types of collaborators and names of 
possible organizations or entities). How might they want to be involved? Who isn’t here but 
should be? 

3. Root causes (Ricki Draper): Systems and structures (as well as barriers and openings) underlying 
the issues in this study 

4. Research design (Eric Dixon): What types of knowledge should we draw from in gathering data? 
What concrete uses are there for land study findings? How should we coordinate mixed 
research methods? 

5. Collaboration (Adam Wells):  Models for coordination and implementation, allied projects 
already underway 
 

 

 

 


